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Introduction
Ø Recommendation have become a central part of intelligent systems.
Q: Where do you find recommender systems?

…

…

Ø Examples: Google search engine recommends webpages on internet,
recommending movies on Netflix, friends on Facebook, products on Amazon,
jobs on LinkedIn, articles on NY Times website:
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Google PageRank
! A B$ Algorithm! "
! PageRank is an algorithm that ranks websites on Internet. It is at the core
of Google Search Engine, which introduced a revolution in 1998 as ranking
was previously done manually by humans.
Q: Do you know how many webpages in 1998 and 2016?
In 1998, the size of WWW was 2.4M of webpages.
Today, on Aug 2016, the size of the WWW is 4.6B!
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PageRank Technique
! It is a sound technique as
(1) Mathematically well defined.
(2) Computationally efficient.
! Core idea: PageRank sorts the vertices of a directed graph G using the
stationary state of G.
! Definition: The stationarity and modes of vibration of graphs/networks can be
studied by EVD (Lecture 3) such that:

Axl =

l xl

! What is the operator A in the case of directed graphs?
Or how to design a meaningful stationary state of G?
 Perron-Frobenius Theorem
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Perron-Frobenius Theorem
! Given a graph G=(V,E,W) defined by a stochastic and irreducible matrix W,
the PF theorem establishes that the largest left eigenvector (with eigenvalue 1)
is the stationary state (PageRank) solution:

xTmax W = xTmax
Max left eigenvector

max

= xTmax

Eigenvalue=1

 Consequence: xpagerank = solution of eigenproblem:
This image cannot currently be displayed.
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Stochastic Matrix
! Definition: A matrix W with the rows normalized as probability density
function:
X

W=

Wij = 1

j

,

W1 = 1

! Interpretation: Wij = probability to move from vertex i to vertex j
pri!j = Wij

j

i

! Make W stationary:

W
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W

for

Dii

1

⇢ P
( j Wij )
=
0

1

if ith row6= 0
otherwise
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Irreducible Matrix
i
! Definition: A matrix W that represents a strongly
connected graph, that is W has, for any pair of
vertices (i,j):
(1) A directed path from i to j.
(2) A directed path from j to i.

j

! Make W irreducible:

Wsi

↵D

Stochastic and irreducible matrix
= Full matrix

1

W + (1

In
↵)
n

Matrix of 1s

Original matrix
= Sparse matrix

Common choice: !=0.85
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Interpretation
Q: What is a random surfer?
! Term (1-!)In/n: It is equivalent to a random surfer/user who can jump to any
webpage.
! Whole model !D-1W + (1-!)In/n: It represents a surfer/user who follows the
internet structure !% of the time and suddenly, in (1-!)% of the time, the
surfer clicks to a webpage that has no connection to the previous page:
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Naive Algorithm
Ø PageRank simple algorithm: Solve the EVD problem:
Left eigenproblem

,

xT Wsi = xT

,

(xT Wsi )T = (xT )T
T
Wsi
x=x

Right eigenproblem

Ø Limitations: Computing eigensolution is:
(1) Slow O(n2)
(2) Memory consuming O(n2)
(3) Not easily parallelizable, eigenvectors are solutions of global linear systems
⇒ EVD does not scale to big networks like Internet.
Xavier Bresson
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Power Method
[Mises, Pollaczek‐Geiringer ’29, Page, Brin, Motwani, Winograd’98]

Ø Solution of “WsiTx=x” can be found by a fixed point iterative scheme:
T k
xk+1 = Wsi
x

At convergence:
T 1
x1 = Wsi
x

!

T
x1 = xpagerank because solution of x = Wsi
x

Ø Algorithm:
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Initialization:

xk=0 =

Iterate until convergence:

xk+1 = ↵D

1

W T xk +

1n
(1
n

↵)
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Properties
Full matrix
O(n2)

! (1) Memory efficiency:

EVD:

T
Wsi
x=x

Power Method:

xk+1 = ↵D

1

W T xk +

1n
(1
n

↵)

Sparse matrix
O(E)

Ex: For WWW, n=4.6B, E6100.nn2

! (2) Speed efficiency:
EVD: O(n2)
Power Method: The number of iterations to converge to a precision !
is controled:
⇢
log10 ✏
85
for ↵ = 0.85
k+1
k
kx
x k1  ✏
for
=
, and ✏ = 10
K=
1833 for ↵ = 0.99
log10 ↵

! (3) Highly parallelizable: Basic linear algebra operations
“Ax”.
! (4) Very popular: Power method is the best technique
to compute largest or smallest eigenvector.
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x=

I
Independent
Computations

A=

,.

Demo: PageRank
! Run code01.ipynb
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Recommender Systems – Collaborative Filtering
Q: Do you know the Netflix Prize?
! Famous example: Netflix Prize 1M$
Netflix is the biggest online movie company in the U.S.
(launched in Europe in 2015) #Movies> 100,000 and
#Users> 50M.
Netflix prize was a competition for the best algorithm that
can predict user ratings for movies based on previous
ratings.
(Big) data: 480,189 users
17,770 movies
100,480,507 ratings  only 0.011%

! Companies using collaborative filtering technique: Facebook, LinkedIn,
MySpace, LastFM.
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Collaborative Filtering
! Formulation: Given a few ratings/observations Mij of movie j and user i, find a
low-rank matrix X that best fits the ratings.

Recommendation
=
Matrix completion

M
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Low-Rank Recommendation
! Definition: A low-rank matrix has many columns and rows that linearly
dependent. The rank of a matrix gives the number of independent rows and
columns.
Nb of independent rows = 13
Nb of independent cols = 15
 rank(X) = max(13,15) = 15

X=

! Low-rank assumption: This hypothesis is valid for many real-world
recommender systems. For Netflix movie recommendation:
(1) There exist communities of users who rate movies the same way.
(2) There are groups of movies that receive same ratings.
Same assumptions for Amazon (users, products), LinkedIn (users, jobs), Facebook
(users, ads), etc.
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Formalization
Noiseless case
(Observations are clean)

! Modeling:

min rank(X)

s.t.

X

⇢

Xij = Mij
Xij = Mij + nij

8ij 2 ⌦obs
8ij 2 ⌦obs
Noisy case
(Observations may be corrupted)

Combinatorial
NP-hard problem

Relaxation needed

Convex
Relaxation

X?
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Convex Optimization
Ø Convex optimization has become a very powerful tool in the last decade in
data science (2nd topic at NIPS conference, behind deep learning).
⇒ Several state-of-the-art techniques are based on convex opt s.a. (sparse)
data representation, recommender systems, unsupervised clustering, etc.
Ø Classes of optimization problems in data science:
(1) Linear programming (LP)
(2) Quadratic programming (QP)
(3) Smooth convex optimization
(4) Non-smooth convex optimization
(5) Non-convex optimization

Xavier Bresson
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Linear Programming
! Linear programming (LP): very common

min hc, xi
x

s.t.

Linear objective

Ax  b

Convex set
(polytope)

Convex set

vs. Non-convex set

Ex: Bipartite graph matching
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Quadratic Programming
! Quadratic programming (QP):

1 T
min x Qx
x
2

s.t.

Ax  b

Ex: SVM

! Tikhonov/least-squares/ridge regression problem:

min kAx
x

bk22 + kRxk22

!

A0 x = b0

Trick: Never solve exactly a linear system of equations Ax=b!
Use fast approximate solution like a few (10-50) steps of conjugate
gradient technique [Hestenes-Stiefel’52].
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Smooth Convex Optimization
! Smooth convex optimization:

min Fs (x)
x

s.t.

Ax  b

Fs (x)

! Newton’s algorithm:

xk+1 = xk

[HFs (xk )]
Hessian
Matrix

=
Optimal
time step

Advantages:

1

rFs (xk )
Gradient
vector

k

F (x )

?

F (x ) =

O( k12 )
O(e k )

x

?
xk+1 x

F (x)

(1) (Very) fast convergence:
⇢

xk

for convex functions
for strongly convex functions

(2) Also work for non-convex functions (but
captures local minimizers)

x?
x

=0
xkk=0
Local
Minimizer
Global
Minimizer
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Non-Smooth Convex Optimization
! Non-smooth convex optimization:

min Fns (x)
x

s.t.

Ax  b

Three classes of efficient algorithms:
(1) Primal-dual techniques
(2) ADMM techniques
(3) Iterative shrinkage techniques (FISTA)
 Convergence rate: F (xk )

Fns

Fns

x

x

F (x? ) = O(

1
) (optimal " [Nesterov])
k2

! Lasso (least absolute shrinkage) regression problem:

min kAx
x

bk22 + kxk1

 Encourage sparsity
(feature selection)

Interpretation

! Compressed sensing problem:
Revolution in digital signal processing (beyond Shannon’s sampling theory).
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Non-Convex Optimization
! No general theory for non-convex problems.
! Case-by-case math analysis.
! What always work: Standard gradient descent algorithm:

min Fnc (x)
x

!

x

k+1

=x

k

@F k
(x )
⌧
@x

Time step:
(1) Manual choice or
(2) Automatic line search technique

Be aware: Gradient descent techniques are slow!

 Big issue/bottleneck in deep learning.
! Feel free to use convex optimization techniques, but use them carefully.
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Convex Optimization for
Collaborative Recommendation
! Combinatorial problem for robust recommendation:
min rank(X)

s.t.

,

X

min rank(X)) +
X

2

Xij = Mij + nij 8
8ij 2 ⌦obs

kIobs (X

promotes low-rank

M )k2F

with (Iobs )ij =

⇢

1
0

if ij 2 ⌦obs
otherwise

promotes data fidelity
and robustness

Combinatorial
NP
NP-hard problem

Continuous (non-smooth) convex relaxation:
min kXk? +
X

2

kIobs (X

M )k2F

p=min(m,n)
m,n)

X

k=1

|

k (X)|

Singular values

SVD

X = U ⌃V T
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Primal-Dual Optimization
! Algorithm:
X k=0 = M

Initialization:

Y k=0 = 0

Iterate until convergence between primal variable X and dual
variable Y:
Y k+1 = Y k

X
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k+1

=

Xk

U h1/ (⌃)V T

⌧ k Y k+1 + ⌧ k M
1 + ⌧ k Iobs

SVD

with

U ⌃V T = Y k +

k

Xk
hµ (x)
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Demo: Collaborative Filtering
! Run code02.ipynb
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Properties
Ø Advantages:
(1) Unique solution (whatever the initialization)
(2) Well-posed optimization algorithms
Ø Limitations:
(1) Complexity is dominated by SVD ⇒ O(n3)
(2) Memory requirement is O(n2)
⇒ Convex algorithms do not scale up to big data.
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Non-Convex Techniques
! Combinatorial problem for robust recommendation:
min rank(X) +

2

X

kIobs (X

promotes low-rank

M )k2F

with (Iobs )ij =

⇢

1
0

if ij 2 ⌦obs
otherwise

promotes data fidelity
and robustness

Combinatorial
NP
NP-hard problem

Continuous non-convex and smooth relaxation:
min
L,R

1
1
kLk2F + kRk2F + kIobs (LR
2
2
2

M )k2F

r⇥m

R
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X=LR

n⇥r

n⇥m

r ⌧ n, m

.,

Properties
Ø Advantages:
(1) Optimization problem is non-convex, but smooth and quadratic
⇒ conjugate gradient, Newton, etc.
(2) Big data optimization: As the objective is differentiable, stochastic
gradient descent techniques can be applied ⇒ large-scale opt and
recommender systems.
(3) Monotonicity property: There exists a class of factorization algorithms
called non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) that is monotonic
(later discussed).
E k+1  E k , 8k
Ø Limitations:
(1) Non-convex ⇒ local minimizers (good initialization is essential)
(2) Extra parameter: The rank value r needs to be fixed a priori.
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Recommender Systems – Content Filtering
! Collaborative recommendation focuses on low-rank approximation of
ratings.
Content recommendation looks for similarities between users and
between products.
! Companies using this class of recommendation: Amazon, IMDB.
! Formulation: Given (1) a few ratings Mij of product j and user i,
(2) a set of user features and product features,
find a matrix X that best fits the ratings and satisfies the similarities between
users and products.
! User features and product features:
(1) User features/attributes: Gender, age, job, hobbies, etc
(2) Product features/attributes: Domain, price, age, size, etc
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How to Encode Similarity Information?
! Similarities between users/products are encoded by graphs, as graphs naturally
store the proximities between any pair of data
Rows/users graph:

=

Gr = (Vr , Er , Wr )

Network of users

Cols/products graph:

=

Gc = (Vc , Ec , Wc )

Network of products
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Content Recommendation
[Huang-Chung-Ong-Chen’02]
Cols/products graph:
Gc = (Vc , Ec , Wc )

Rows/users graph:
Gr = (Vr , Er , Wr )

Recommendation
=
Matrix completion

M

X

 How to fill M using the graphs of users and products?
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Formalization
Ø Simple idea: Diffuse the ratings on the networks of users and products.
Ø Optimization formulation:

min kXkdiff,G rows + kXkdiff,G cols +
X

2

kIobs (X

M )k2F

What is the diffusion objective on graphs?

kXkdiff,G

Xavier Bresson
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How to Design the Diffusion Term?
! Observation: When user i is close to user i’ on
the graph Gr=Gusers, it means that the two users
i,i’ are similar, and so there is a high chance
they will rate all products almost the same way.
Hence
 rowi and rowi’ on X are expected to be
close!

 Diffusion term should be designed to force the ratings to be smooth
on graphs. There exists a popular choice of graph smoothness called
Dirichlet objective:
kXkdiff,G = kXkDir
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G

= tr(X T LX)
where L is the graph Laplacian.
.3

Content Recommendation
! Optimization problem:
min kXkdiff,G rows + kXkdiff,G cols +
X

min tr(X T Lr X) + tr(XLc X T ) +
X

2

2

kIobs (X

kIobs (X

M )k2F

M )k2F

 Problem is smooth and quadratic:
(1) It reduces to Ax=b: Conjugate gradient technique.
(Im ⌦ Lr + Lc ⌦ In + Imn )X = M

!

Ax = b

(2) Stochastic gradient descent for large-scale dataset.
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Demo: Content Filtering
! Run code03.ipynb
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Hybrid Systems
Q: Can we combine collaborative and content recommendation?
! Combine collaborative and content techniques for enhanced recommender
systems: [Ma-et.al’11, Bresson-et.al’14]
! Formulation: Given a few ratings Mij of product j and user i, user features and
product features, design a recommender system that best benefits from:
(1) Collaborative filtering by constraining X to be low-rank,
(2) Content filtering by enforcing graph regularizing on X.
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Formalization
Ø Optimization:

min kXk? +
X

Xavier Bresson
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2

tr(X T Lr X) +

G

2

tr(XLc X T ) +

2

kIobs (X

M )k2F
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Demo: Hybrid Filtering
! Run code04.ipynb
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State-of-the-Art
! Limitation: Graph Dirichlet regularization/smoothness forces:
(1) Two rows/columns of X to be similar if they are close on graphs.
(2) X to be smooth on graphs  This assumes the ratings to vary
smoothly on the graphs #. This assumption is actually limited and a
better one is to force X to be piecewise constant on graphs.

Graph Dirichlet regularization/smoothness

Graph Total Variation regularization/
smoothness

! State-of-the-art technique available on GitHub:
7889):;;<$87=>?@*A;B$B*7);&%@*<
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Fundamental Property of
Recommender Systems
Prediction
Error
(the lower
the better)

Collaborative Filtering/ low-rank approximation

Content Filtering/ graph regularization
Hybrid=
Content

Hybrid recommender
System

Small number
of ratings

Hybrid=
Collaborative

Large number
of ratings

#Available
Observations/
ratings

! Conclusion:
(1) If not enough ratings, then focus on collecting data features
(2) When enough ratings, then give less importance to features
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Summary
Ø PageRank for vertex(/data) ranking according to pairwise relationships.

Ø Recommender systems are based on:
(1) Collaborative filtering
(2) Content filtering
(3) Hybrid formulation
Ø Optimization:
(1) For small-scale recommendation (n<10K), use convex techniques.
(2) For large-scale recommendation, prefer non-convex techniques.
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Questions?
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